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A B S T R A C T

Ascertaining that a network will forward spoofed traffic usually requires an active probing vantage point
in that network, effectively preventing a comprehensive view of this global Internet vulnerability. Recently,
researchers have proposed using Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) as observatories to detect spoofed packets,
by leveraging Autonomous System (AS) topology knowledge extracted from Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
data to infer which source addresses should legitimately appear across parts of the IXP switch fabric. We
demonstrate that the existing literature does not capture several fundamental challenges to this approach,
including noise in BGP data sources, heuristic AS relationship inference, and idiosyncrasies in IXP intercon-
nectivity fabrics. We propose Spoofer-IX, a novel method to navigate these challenges, leveraging customer
cone semantics of AS relationships to guide precise classification of inter-domain traffic as in-cone, out-of-
cone (spoofed), unverifiable, bogon, and unassigned. We apply our method in three distinct periods to two
IXPs, with 200+ and 1,600+ members each, and find an upper bound volume of out-of-cone traffic to be
more than an order of magnitude less than the previous method inferred on the same data, revealing the
practical importance of customer cone semantics in such analysis. We observed no significant improvement in
deployment of Source Address Validation (SAV) in networks using the mid-size IXP between 2017 and 2019. In
hopes that our methods and tools generalize to use by other IXPs who want to avoid use of their infrastructure
for launching spoofed-source DoS attacks, we explore the feasibility of scaling the system to larger and more
diverse IXP infrastructures. To promote this goal, and broad replicability of our results, we make the source
code of Spoofer-IX publicly available.
1. Introduction

Networks that forward spoofed source Internet Protocol (IP) ad-
dresses in packets are a cybersecurity risk on the global Internet,
because they enable attacks such as spoofed denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks that are operationally infeasible to trace back to the actual
source. Recognizing that lack of source address validation (SAV) is fun-
damentally an architectural limitation [1,2], the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) introduced best current practices recommending
that networks block the forwarding of packets with spoofed source
addresses [3,4]. Compliance with this practice faces misaligned incen-
tives i.e., it protects the rest of the Internet from attacks being sourced
from the network that must pay a non-trivial cost for deploying and
accurately maintaining the filters. Thus, despite many attempts to im-
prove SAV deployment, some of the most damaging DoS attacks in the
Internet still leverage IP spoofing as a vector, setting new records each
year for the volume of DoS traffic launched at even highly provisioned
networks [5–8].

∗ Corresponding author at: UFRGS, Brazil.

Identifying networks that do not filter spoofed packets is critical to
global network infrastructure protection, because it provides a focus
for remediation and policy interventions [9]. However, identification of
these networks is challenging at Internet scale. The definitive method
requires an active probing vantage point in each network being tested,
to see if a spoofed packet successfully traverses the network [10,
11]. Since there are approximately 700 K independently routed net-
works from almost 70 K autonomous systems (ASes) on the Internet in
2019 [12,13], this method has limited feasibility for a comprehensive
assessment of Internet spoofing.

Broader visibility into the spoofing problem may lie in the capability
to infer lack of SAV compliance from large, heavily aggregated Internet
traffic data, such as traffic observable at Internet Exchange Points
(IXPs). Most Autonomous Systems (ASes) connect to an IXP to exchange
traffic between their customers, i.e., via peering relationships where
neither AS pays the other for transit. For these ASes, legitimate source
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addresses in packets will belong to direct or indirect customers of the
AS sending the packets across the IXP fabric to their peers.

However, inferring SAV deployment at an IXP is remarkably chal-
lenging, far more so than has been captured in the literature, due
to a combination of operational complexities that characterize today’s
interconnection ecosystem. First, determining which source addresses
are valid in packets arriving at a given port of an IXP switch fabric is
challenging, because there is no registry of which addresses networks
should forward; in practice, we must heuristically infer valid source
addresses. Second, while the original role of IXPs was to promote
peering between ASes, networks now also use IXPs to obtain IP transit
services from a provider [14], and we have found evidence of orga-
nizations joining their sibling network ASes across an IXP. For ASes
offering transit across the IXP, and for sibling networks, it is infeasible
to infer invalid source addresses from IXP traffic data — the set of
valid addresses is potentially the entire address space. Third, while
IXPs may be thought of as a single switching fabric, in practice we
have observed in both medium and large IXPs complex services being
offered both by the IXP and resellers, including remote peering, layer-
2 transport, and virtualized segmenting of traffic into multiple Virtual
Local Area Networks (VLANs). These interconnection practices occur
below the network level and are thus not visible to the IP layer or in
the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Besides, note that passive methods
like ours are inherently unable to prove SAV is present, as they rely on
unprotected networks actually forwarding spoofed packets.

Accurately inferring SAV deployment at an IXP requires understand-
ing all these aspects and dealing with them the best way possible.
In this paper, we describe a methodology that does so. One of our
discoveries does not bode well for the ability to automate this method:
identifying the myriad cases that explain patterns in traffic at a given
IXP is largely manual in nature, and must be repeated at each IXP
to accommodate IXP-specific architectural engineering and business
decisions. However, we envisage its utility as part of an expert system
suite of cybersecurity services or compliance practices of modern IXPs.
To that extent, we apply this method to two IXPs in Brazil: IXP-M
(medium) with over 200 members, and IXP-L (large), with over 1600
members. We use our methodology to classify and analyze packets in
IXP-M considering two periods, 2017 and 2019. IXP-L is used to assess
the feasibility of deploying our methodology to large switching fabric
network infrastructures with multiple Colocation Facilities.

In our prior work [15], we presented the detailed development
of Spoofer-IX, evaluating the methodology using traffic obtained from
IXP-M. In this paper, we leverage data from IXP-L to confirm our
insights and answer additional questions, by: (i) providing an analysis
of the application of our methodology to a much larger IXP; (ii)
conducting an in-depth analysis of the out-of-cone traffic nature; (iii)
evaluating how consistent are filtering policies across AS members; (iv)
characterizing the adoption of SAV over time.

This paper makes the following contributions:
(1) We provide a detailed analysis of methodological chal-

lenges for inferring spoofed packets at IXPs. We first review IP rout-
ing, addressing, and IXP concepts (Section 2), to clarify terminology,
and we perform a comprehensive analysis of previous work that at-
tempted to tackle this inference problem. We then analyze the method-
ological challenges and their implications for applying BGP-based SAV
inference methods to modern IXP connectivity fabrics (Section 3).

(2) We develop a methodology to classify traffic flows for the
purposes of accurately inferring spoofed traffic. We design and
implement Spoofer-IX, a novel methodology to detect the transmission
of spoofed traffic (which implies lack of source address validation) by
AS members of IXPs (Section 4). Spoofer-IX addresses two fundamen-
tal issues overlooked in the existing literature [16]. First, Spoofer-IX
considers the type of relationship between neighbors at an IXP when
determining which source addresses are valid in IP packets crossing
the IXP. Second, Spoofer-IX considers asymmetric routing and traffic
2

engineering, by designing a prefix-level customer cone that includes
addresses that may be valid source addresses for an AS to transit.
The accuracy of this method depends on the quality of BGP data
and AS relationship inferences, which we know to be imperfect [17].
However, our method is congruent with what network operators do
when configuring static access control lists to deploy SAV [18–20].

(3) We use our methodology to classify and analyze packets
at IXP-M considering two periods, two years apart. We apply our
method to traffic and topology data (described in Section 5) from one
of the largest IXPs in Brazil, IXP-M, with more than 200 member ASes
using the IXP switching fabric. We report insights from the traffic
classification conducted and our interaction with IXPs and network
operators of their member ASes (Section 6). We investigate the impact
of different filtering choices on inferred valid address space, and the
likelihood of false negatives when classifying traffic according to differ-
ent filtering choices. We also compare our method (Section 7) with a
recently proposed method [16] that did not consider AS relationships in
its inference of spoofed traffic, reporting that the majority of members
at IXP-M sent spoofed packets, and demonstrate the inaccuracies of
this approach. Indeed, this previous method inferred spoofed traffic
coming from 62.3% of member ASes at IXP-M over a one-week period
in May 2019, while our AS-relationship-aware method inferred spoofed
traffic coming from fewer than 1 in 5 (18.7%) member ASes during
our five-week observation period in May 2019, with no atypical traffic
behavior associated with spoofed attacks, e.g., flooding, amplification
(Section 8). At IXP-M, we observed no significant increase in the level
of SAV deployment in attached networks when comparing 2017 and
2019 (Section 9).

(4) We discuss the deployment of Spoofer-IX to distinct net-
works. We partnered with IXP-L to assess the scalability of the Spoofer-
IX method. We discuss (Section 10) how to scale the analysis by
observing traffic per switch, and show the traffic classification results
obtained in collaboration with three Colocation Facilities that con-
stitute part of this large IXP. We also consider how networks could
independently adopt our method to detect and filter spoofed traffic.

(5) We describe and publish our code to promote further work.
Commercial and privacy sensitivities prevent sharing of traffic data
that would enable directly reproducibility of much work in the field
of Internet security. But in the interest of replicability, we publicly
release our code [21] so that other researchers and IXPs can use it
to improve our collective ability to measure and expand deployment
of SAV filtering. We describe the set of tools we developed as part of
Spoofer-IX (Section 4), which enables data extraction from switching
fabrics, as well as traffic classification and analysis. All information
regarding the datasets, setup, and software dependencies are publicly
available in our project repository.

(6) We find evidence that epistemological and cross-valida-
tion challenges remain. We conclude our paper by summarizing
the lessons learned (Section 12), including that we believe further
work is required to understand the degree to which IXPs can be
used as a lens into SAV deployment, and why we think such work
is important to future cybersecurity efforts. Our conclusions highlight
the persistent tension between the need for reproducibility of meth-
ods and results [22,23], and the opacity characteristic of commercial
infrastructure.

2. Background and related work

2.1. Source address validation

The Internet architecture provides no explicit mechanism to pre-
vent packets with forged headers from traversing the network. This
vulnerability allows IP spoofing attacks, i.e., when hosts send IP packets
using fake source addresses that cannot feasibly be traced back. To
reduce the incidence of this type of attack, network operators can
configure their routers to identify and drop (not forward) spoofed

packets. Such filtering is well-specified and a standardized IETF best
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the architecture of modern IXPs. Modern IXPs typically construct a switching fabric using a core switch that interconnects other switches located in remote
colocation facilities. ASes typically connect to a switch located in a colocation facility, and can form bilateral peering relationships with neighbors. These ASes may request a
VLAN to isolate their traffic from other members at the IXP. Resellers can provide services such as remote peering and layer-2 transport.
current practice [3], frequently referred to as Source Address Validation
(SAV) [24]. Network operators often implement SAV by using ingress
ilters in routers, which drop packets with source addresses outside the
ocally valid address space before they enter the global Internet.

.2. Address space fundamentals

For the purposes of this study, we distinguish three main categories
f IP address space: Bogon, Unassigned, and Routed. Bogon addresses
re reserved by the IETF [25,26] for specific uses such as private net-
orks and loopback interfaces; they do not uniquely identify any host,
nd should not be routed on the Internet. Unassigned addresses [27,28]
ave not been assigned by an Internet registry to an AS and should
ot be used or routed by anyone. Routed addresses have been as-
igned to some AS, and are thus potentially valid source addresses in
nter-domain traffic.

.3. IXPs as observatories

IXPs are attractive vantage points to observe signals of SAV deploy-
ent, as hundreds of ASes may be present at a single logical location.
he IXP operator assigns each member a unique IP address from a
refix controlled by the operator, which the member assigns to their
outer interface connected to the IXP, and uses to establish BGP routing
ith other members. When a member AS’s router transmits a packet
cross the Ethernet switching fabric, the source and destination media
ccess control (MAC) addresses in the Ethernet frame uniquely identify
he AS pair exchanging the packet, and its direction.

Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of many modern IXPs [19,29–34].
t depicts the complexity of the existing components of the two IXPs,
n which we apply our method, IXP-M and IXP-L. The figure contains
wo separate IXPs and their switching fabrics #X and #Y, with a core
witch for each IXP. While some IXPs may consist of a single core switch
here participants interconnect, operators achieve the scale of modern

arge IXPs by placing switches at distinct physical colocation facilities,
ny of which can serve as an IXP attachment point. The figure shows
hat the switches are adjacent, but in practice colocation facilities are
sually in different buildings. IXP operators often use sFlow [35] or
etFlow [36] to collect traffic flow statistics. A comprehensive view of
ll traffic from all services at the IXP would require flow data captured
3

from all switches in the switching fabric, as traffic between participants
at a single colocation facility will not travel to the core switch.

Participants can exchange traffic directly across the switching fabric
in a bilateral session. In Fig. 1, ASes A and B exchange traffic directly.
However, modern IXPs often use VLANs to provide logical isolation
between different types of interconnection [37,38]. For example, an IXP
may provide a route server, but only offer that route server on a specific
VLAN. Similarly, traffic between two participants may be sufficiently
sensitive or high volume that members request a VLAN from the IXP to
isolate their communications [39–41]. In Fig. 1, ASes C and D exchange
traffic in their own isolated VLAN.

To foster IXP growth and enable more networks to interconnect,
IXPs have supported resellers, which provide value-added services at an
IXP, such as remote peering and layer-2 transport [42–45]. A reseller
provides remote peering services so that an AS that is not physically
present at a colocation facility can still reach other members at the
IXP, without the AS incurring colocation facility fees or port charges
from the IXP operator. These resellers require some cooperation with
the IXP, e.g., [46,47]. The IXP assigns the remote peers any VLAN tags
they require to participate at the exchange as local members do.

An IXP may use different technical approaches to support remote
peering providers [34,42,43]. A reseller can bridge Ethernet networks
so that the MAC address of the customer router’s interface will uniquely
identify the origin of traffic in the peering fabric. A second approach
is for a reseller to push a tag (reseller-tag) to uniquely identify their
specific customer AS to the IXP, so that the MAC address of the Ethernet
frame corresponds to the reseller’s router. Fig. 1 illustrates this second
approach, where reseller J allows customer ASes F and G to reach other
members. When the reseller transmits these packets into the IXP, the
reseller also pushes a tag (reseller-tag) to uniquely identify their specific
customer AS to the IXP. The IXP bridges traffic into the IXP switching
fabric by removing the outer-most reseller-tag while keeping the IXP-
tag. In Fig. 1, the sFlow tap sees the IXP-tag and the MAC address of
the reseller, which uniquely identifies the AS that sent the packet.

A reseller can also provide remote peering to members colocated at
one IXP that want to reach members in a different IXP. Fig. 1 shows a
more complicated example, where AS E bridges their network between
metropolitan regions using the services of a reseller (K) present at both
IXPs.
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Fig. 2. The customer cone constrains the set of source addresses expected in valid inter-domain traffic transiting an AS behaving rationally in a c2p or p2p relationship. In the
2p relationship shown in (a), B transits traffic from its customers to A, but not its peers and providers. Similarly, in the p2p relationship shown in (b), C only transits traffic
rom its customers to D (likewise, from D to C). However, as shown in (c), the p2c relationship does not constrain the source addresses transited by E to F, and neither does the
2s relationship between G and H in (d).
.4. AS relationships and customer cones

The three primary classes of AS relationships are customer-provider
c2p, p2c), peering (p2p) and sibling (s2s). In a c2p relationship (also
nown as transit), a customer buys access to achieve global reachability
o all routed Internet address space. In a p2p relationship, two ASes
gree to exchange traffic destined to prefixes they or their customers
wn, typically without either AS paying the other [48]. In a s2s
elationship, a single organization operates both ASes, and may transit
ackets received from any source.

An AS’s customer cone includes all ASes reachable through its cus-
omer ASes, i.e., direct and indirect customer ASes (in other words,
Ses reachable only through p2c links) [17]. The customer cone con-
trains which source IP addresses one should see in valid inter-domain
raffic transiting from a customer to its provider, or between peers.
ig. 2 illustrates the subtleties: an AS in a c2p or p2p relationship with
nother AS should only send packets with a source address from within
ts customer cone — respectively, (a) and (b) in Fig. 2. In contrast, a
ink between a provider to its customer or between two siblings may
orward packets with any routed source address — (c) and (d) in Fig. 2.

2.5. Measuring deployment of SAV

Many academic research efforts have described techniques to pro-
mote deployment of SAV [49–52]. Fewer efforts have tried to empir-
ically measure SAV compliance for networks attached to the global
Internet. In 2005, Beverly, et al. developed a client–server technique to
allow users to test networks to which they are currently attached [53],
and operationalized a platform to track trends over time [10,11].
The platform allows for inference of deployed SAV policy, but has
limited coverage, because it relies on users downloading and running
measurement software. To overcome this limitation, researchers have
recently investigated techniques to infer lack of SAV using macroscopic
Internet data sets. In 2017, Lone et al. reported a technique to infer
spoofed traffic in massive traceroute archives, based on the assumption
that an edge network should never appear to be providing transit in
a traceroute path [54]. This method is limited by whatever appears
in the traceroute archives, and can be hampered by traceroute arti-
facts caused by inconsistent Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
4

implementations in routers [55].
Most closely related to our study, in 2017 Lichtblau et al. used a
large IXP as a vantage point for inferring which networks at the IXP
had not deployed SAV [16]. For each member at the IXP, their method
infers a set of IP prefixes containing addresses that may legitimately
appear in the source field of IP packets crossing an IXP. They infer
that a member AS that sends a packet into the IXP switching fabric
with a source address outside of those prefixes has not deployed SAV.
They argued against using AS relationships and AS customer cones
which they claimed did not address asymmetric routing. However, their
method did not consider ASes forming customer–provider or sibling
relationships at the IXP, where all routed addresses may be legitimate
source addresses in IP packets crossing an IXP — (c) and (d) in Fig. 2.
In these cases, there is no way to infer SAV deployment across these
links at the IXP.

3. Tackling methodological challenges

We describe the core of our methodology in the context of two com-
plex groups of challenges to inferring spoofed traffic in IXP traffic data.
The first one (Section 3.1) is determining which addresses are valid
source addresses in traffic transiting a given neighbor AS, i.e., packets
with a source address that is in-cone for that AS. An incomplete set of
valid addresses could yield false inferences of failure to deploy SAV,
should a valid address appear in the observed packets but not be in
the in-cone set, i.e., be out-of-cone for that AS. The second group of
challenges (Section 3.2) is navigating the analytical implications of
modern IXP interconnection practices that can impede the visibility of
both topology and traffic. These practices complicate the analysis of
which ASes exchanged traffic and their routing relationship. Once we
address these challenges, the remainder of our method is IXP-specific
but straightforward, and we describe it in Section 4.

3.1. Subtleties in cone construction

Inferring the set of valid source addresses for packets traveling from
a specific AS to a specific adjacent AS at an IXP requires navigating a
multidimensional parameter space. Precision in this process is crucial.
Mistakenly excluding valid addresses could result in a misclassification

of an AS as not performing source address validation (false positive).
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Fig. 3. Example full cones (Section 3.1.1) for six ASes given these BGP paths. The full
cone for an AS includes every prefix that contains that AS in the path for all routes
observed by public route collectors, regardless of the underlying relationships.

Similarly, including invalid source addresses could result in spoofed
packets going undetected (false negatives). As mentioned in Section 1,
there is no global registry that contains ground truth on which ad-
dresses are valid source addresses for packets transited by an AS;
instead, we must infer them from BGP routing data sources [56–58],
even though these sources may contain spurious announcements [59].

3.1.1. Full cone
The full cone (used in [16]) is the more permissive of the two

construction methods. Aiming to minimize false positives, Lichtblau
et al. chose to ‘‘not distinguish between peering/sibling, customer–provider
and provider–customer links. Rather, whenever [the algorithm sees] two
neighboring ASes on an AS path, [the algorithm] presumes a directed link
between the two, where the left AS is considered upstream of the right AS’’.
The resulting cone for an AS, which they call its full cone (FC), includes
every prefix that contains that AS in the BGP route’s AS path [16], for
all routes observed by public route collectors in Routing Information
Base (RIB) snapshots and updates during the measurement period.

They acknowledged that this method intentionally sacrifices speci-
ficity, i.e., inflating the address space considered legitimate for each AS
pair, in the interest of avoiding false positives, i.e., avoiding mistakenly
attributing a failure to deploy SAV. Using this method, a stub AS that
provides a public BGP view containing all prefixes it received from its
peers and providers will have all of these prefixes included in its full
cone, i.e, the entire routed address space will be deemed valid. Fig. 3
illustrates the full cones for six ASes; if A were a stub AS and a customer
of B, all three prefixes would be included in A’s full cone even though
no system in A should originate packets with those source addresses.

3.1.2. Customer cone
The customer cone is the more restrictive of the two construction

methods; it takes into account the semantics of AS relationships. As
described in Section 2, the AS-level customer cone defines the set
of ASes reachable using customer links from the AS, including the
AS itself [17]. We use the provider/peer-observed customer cone (PPCC)
algorithm defined in [17] to build an AS-level customer cone. Using
the paths in Fig. 4, the PPCC method constructs the cone of AS C
using routes observed from its providers and peers. The PPCC method
accommodates hybrid relationships, where an AS may not propagate all
of its customer routes to all of its peers and providers. Customer cone
inference critically relies on accurate routing relationship inferences;
a customer link incorrectly inferred to be a peer link will result in
address space that the provider AS transits being incorrectly excluded
from its customer cone. Fig. 4 illustrates the AS-level customer cones
for the same ASes and paths as Fig. 3, with link annotations to identify
the inferred routing relationships between ASes. However, an AS-level
5

Fig. 4. Example customer cones (Section 3.1.2) for six ASes using the same BGP paths
from Fig. 3. In customer cone construction, we annotate each AS link with a c2p, p2c,
or p2p relationship before inferring the prefix-level customer cone. With this specific
set of paths, AS B is filtered out of the process (the PPCC cone construction uses routes
observed from its providers and peers), and AS A has no customers or peers considering
only these BGP paths.

customer cone does not define the set of valid source addresses in traffic
transiting a given neighbor AS.

Once we have the AS-level customer cone for C, we transform
it into its corresponding prefix-level cone by including all prefixes
originated by ASes in the AS-level customer cone for C during the
same observation window. This novel prefix-level cone construction ac-
commodates traffic engineering practices, where an AS may announce
different prefixes through different providers, but forward traffic from
within these prefixes according to the best route to the destination.
To illustrate, in Fig. 4, we include 203.0.113.0/24 in C’s prefix-level
customer cone, even though that prefix is not observed in any BGP
paths involving C, because F is in C’s customer cone. Importantly, we do
not include these three prefixes in A’s customer cone, because A has no
customers. We also combine the prefix-level customer cones of siblings,
because a sibling C may transit packets from the customer cone of any
of C’s siblings to C’s peers or providers.

3.1.3. Impact of the cone construction method
Fig. 5 shows how the choice of cone construction method impacts

inference of valid address space for all ASes (Fig. 5(a)) and for the ASes
at the IXP-EU used in [16] and the IXP-M in our study (Fig. 5(b)), in
both cases using traffic and BGP data from April 2017 (see Section 5 for
further detail on the datasets we used). In particular, 5.5% of all ASes
in the Internet had a full cone that contained all routed address space.
For 90.5% of ASes, the full cone and customer cone were congruent
(included the same addresses), but 58% of IXP-EU member ASes had
full cones covering more addresses than the customer cone, and 42%
of ASes had an FC 100 times larger than their CC. This disparity of
cone sizes for all ASes compared to those at the IXP is because while
over 80% of the Internet’s ASes are stubs, i.e., do not provide transit,
these are less likely to peer at an IXP. Further, IXPs are popular places
to operate public route collectors because the collector can obtain BGP
routing views from multiple ASes at a single place. Therefore, those
ASes at an IXP that provide a routing view will have all of the prefixes
they announce in routes to the collector, including those from their
peers and providers, in their full cone. Fig. 6 shows how the choice
of BGP observation window impacts [60] the inference of out-of-cone
traffic at IXP-M in Brazil in April 2017 using the full cone. This effect is
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Fig. 5. The cone construction approach (Section 3.1) significantly impacts the source addresses each method will consider valid. In (a) we show that 5.5% of all ASes had the
equivalent of all routed addresses (175/8 equivalents) in their full cone in April 2017. In (b) we show that while 90.5% of ASes had (full and customer) cones covering the same
set of addresses, 58% of the IXP-EU members would have covered more addresses, with 42% of ASes having a full cone 100 times larger than their customer cone. Note, per
discussion in Section 3.2, an AS announcing 0.01%/8 equivalents is announcing less than 0.006% of the routed address space.
Fig. 6. The inferred out-of-cone traffic volume for the full cone is sensitive to changing
BGP observation window sizes in the construction of the cone. While the 7 and 9 day
lines are almost identical, the 5-day line contains an order of magnitude more traffic
because the set of valid addresses for each AS is smaller. In Section 7 we discuss the
differences in traffic magnitude between the two cone construction methods — Full
Cone and Customer Cone.

because of the FC’s permissive nature, which exposes the cone inference
to announcements across the whole Internet.

Neither the full cone nor the customer cone handle the complexities
that sibling ASes (ASes under the same ownership) bring. Because
siblings may provide mutual transit to each other, the set of valid
addresses that can transit between each AS is the entire routed address
space. To observe this behavior in public BGP data, which both the
FC and CC use, would require a view from each sibling AS. Current
sibling relationship inference methods [61,62] use WHOIS data, which
is not only inconsistently formatted across regions, but also becomes
stale if not updated as mergers occur, leading to false and missing
inferences [62].

3.2. Topology and traffic visibility

While the original role of IXPs was to promote peering between ASes
physically present and connected to a switching fabric, in practice IXP
services have become more complicated. For example, many networks
now obtain transit services from a provider at the IXP [14]. Or, an
organization can connect its sibling networks using the IXP switching
fabric. IXPs may also offer services such as remote peering and layer-
2 transport, as well as virtualized segmenting of traffic into multiple
VLANs. These services present three challenges to accurate inference
of SAV deployment.

First, the BGP routing relationship between two IXP members im-
pacts whether the customer cone can constrain inference of valid source
6

address space. As discussed in Section 2.4, a provider AS may forward
packets with a source address from any routed prefix in the Internet to
their customer, and a sibling may forward packets from the provider
of one sibling to the customer of another sibling. In these cases, we
cannot apply a cone of valid addresses to infer the SAV policy of
the transmitting member. We can only make this inference when that
member has a peering or transit relationship with another member.
In contrast to prior work [16], we consider the routing relationship
between the two IXP member ASes exchanging traffic when evaluating
the source address of a packet crossing the IXP.

Second, there are traffic visibility impediments. As discussed in
Section 2.3, traffic between members connected to the same switch will
stay within the switch. In a distributed switching fabric (more details in
Section 10), observing all member traffic requires traffic capture from
all switches. Similarly, ASes may establish private interconnections
with other ASes at the same colocation facility; their traffic exchange
does not use the core IXP switching fabric. Further, to infer SAV policy
of an IXP member, we require hosts in the cone of the IXP member
to attempt to send spoofed packets to hosts they would reach across
the IXP. Because most ASes peer at an IXP, only destinations in the
customer cone of the receiving AS would receive that packet, i.e., the
victim or the amplifier must be reached via the IXP. Because most
customer cones are small (Fig. 5(a), where only 5% of ASes have
more than 0.006% of the routed address space in their customer cone)
the chance of a victim or amplifier also being reached via a peering
relationship at the IXP is small; a victim or amplifier is more likely to
be reached via a transit relationship at the IXP.

Third, shared use of IXP ports creates attribution challenges. While
the IXP can supply the AS number of record for a given port, with
the associated Ethernet MAC address, that port does not necessarily
uniquely identify the sending AS when a reseller uses the port to
provide layer-2 transport, in cases of remote peering and port re-
sale (Section 2.3), or when the port connects to another exchange.
Prior work has illustrated measurement challenges of inferring remote
peering [42,43]. In this work, both IXPs (IXP-M and IXP-L) provided
us the reseller and IXP tags they used to bridge remote peers. This
IXP-specific knowledge exemplifies why we believe a customer-cone-
based approach to SAV inference will ultimately be integrated into
expert system capabilities rather than be amenable to complete layer-3
automation.

4. Implementing classification pipeline

The customer cone construction method described in Section 3
underpins our traffic classification method — how we infer invalid
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Fig. 7. Spoofer-IX inference method overview.

ource addresses (presumably spoofed) in packets crossing an IXP, and
he ASes responsible for transmitting them. We describe how these
ieces fit together in our system implementation, which relies on
XP traffic measurements and topological information, i.e., BGP data
nd IXP switching fabric forwarding databases. The implementation,
llustrated in Fig. 7, has two stages: (1) build an accurate prefix-level

customer cone from BGP data, and (2) verify that the customer cone
can serve to constrain our inference, and if so classify traffic as in or
ut of the transmitting AS’s customer cone.

.1. Stage 1: Build the customer cone

The first stage has three phases, as follows.

hase 1: Filter and Sanitize AS Paths. To avoid incorrectly identifying
on-existent links between ASes, we use the method from [17] to
iscard paths with artifacts, such as loops, non-adjacent Tier-1 ASes,
nd reserved/unassigned ASes [63]. We also discard paths to prefixes
onger than /24 or shorter than /8.

hase 2: Infer AS Relationships. We use the sanitized AS Paths from
hase 1 to derive AS relationships on a weekly basis, also according
o the algorithm in [17]. This algorithm applies heuristics to anno-
ate each AS link with either a transit (C2P, P2C) or peering (P2P)
elationship.

hase 3: Construct the Prefix-Level Customer Cone. An AS’s prefix-
evel customer cone is the set of prefixes covering source addresses
rom the AS and its customers, for which the AS will transit traffic.
onceptually, constructing this cone is the most complicated part of
ur method, and where mistakes can hinder accuracy. We construct a
refix-level customer cone using the method described in Section 3.1.2.

.2. Stage 2: Classify IXP traffic

The second stage has three phases, illustrated in Fig. 8.

hase 1: Filter Bogon and Unassigned Addresses. We first classify
raffic with bogon and unassigned source IP addresses, according to
eam Cymru [64], as described in Section 5. Networks sending packets
7

ith unassigned source IP addresses are unlikely to have implemented
AV correctly, since the most obvious implementation blocks traffic
rom such addresses because they are not routed, therefore have no
easible return path. This phase is independent of any routing seman-
ics, unlike the subsequent two phases, which consider the sending and
eceiving ASes for the monitored link, the routing relationship between
hem, and the prefix-level customer cone of the sending AS.

hase 2: Filter Unverifiable Packets. This phase classifies traffic flows
as suitable to inference of spoofing using the customer cone, marking
unsuitable traffic as Unverifiable. Verifiable traffic must satisfy all of the
following:

1. It must have a valid MAC-to-AS mapping for both the sending
and receiving MAC addresses.

2. It must not have a known router IP address in the source IP
address of the packet. Such a source IP address could be from
any interface on the router, which might be assigned by an AS
whose address space is not in the customer cone of the router’s
owner.

3. It must not have a known IP address of the IXP LAN prefix.
These prefixes are assigned to the IXP operator and should not
be publicly announced, but sometimes member ASes mistakenly
announce them.

4. It must not have a source MAC address from a remote peer or
layer-2 transport provider.

5. It must not have a source MAC address from a known provider
or sibling of the receiving AS.

Phase 3: Classify Packets with Customer Cone. The remaining traffic
has a MAC-to-AS mapping, and is either transmitted by a customer of
a transit provider at the IXP, or by a peer of another AS at the IXP.
If a relationship was not visible in BGP, then we assume the traffic
between these members was p2p and use the cones to classify the traffic
exchanged. For these transmitting ASes, we classify traffic as in-cone or
out-of-cone using the prefix-level customer cone (henceforth customer
cone or CC) created in the previous stage. We classify a packet whose
source IP belongs to the sending AS’s customer cone address space as
in-cone. Otherwise, we classify the packet as out-of-cone.

4.3. Using spoofer-IX implementation

We developed Spoofer-IX as a set of tools to enable other researchers
and network infrastructure operators to use our inference method.
Fig. 9 depicts the implementation of Spoofer-IX in five steps. A full-run
of Spoofer-IX is comprised of all five steps. Note that the same set of
steps can be employed to distinct network infrastructures (see details
in Section 10). However, as discussed in Section 3, precise knowledge
about the network topology and interconnections is required to ob-
tain robust inferences from Spoofer-IX. In the following, we present
implementation details of each step.

Step 1. Prepare datasets (Section 5). To obtain accurate results, it
is important to align the time windows of the datasets. We provide
helper scripts to download, prepare, and optimize datasets, and also
to automate topology information extraction from various of switch
manufacturers using Python’s Netmiko [65] and Google’s TextFSM [66]
libraries. We also make available helper scripts (using the Python
Scrapy library [67]) that download and process the BGP routing data
files from public BGP route collectors [56,57] to build the cones.

Step 2. Execute cone construction in three phases (Stage 1, Sec-
tion 4.1). The codebase of this stage is written in Perl. This step starts
with the filtering and sanitization of AS Paths from the previously
downloaded BGP data files. Then, proceeds with the execution of the
AS Relationships inference algorithm. Lastly, the construction of the
Prefix-Level Customer Cone.

Step 3. Execute traffic classification pipeline (Stage 2, Section 4.2
and Fig. 8). The core implementation of the pipeline and the next steps
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Fig. 8. Flowchart showing our traffic classification pipeline (stage 2 of methodology, described in Section 4.2).
Fig. 9. Overview of the global steps composing the Spoofer-IX methodology.
(4 and 5) were developed in Python, and some additional Bash helper
scripts are used to automate parameterized execution. This step saves
classification results to disk in Apache Avro [68] format for use in the
next step.

Step 4. Correlate, transform, and annotate results. Using the clas-
sification results and correlation datasets (e.g., MAC-to-AS mapping,
prefix-to-AS mapping), create intermediate files with additional infor-
mation to compute metrics. Forward results to a transformation process
that classifies traffic and computes metrics for different granularities
across space (e.g., IP address, prefix, AS) and time (e.g., 5-min, 15-min,
1-hour).

Step 5. Compute metrics. Use data created in previous step to look for
typical network events that suggest attacks. Use two metrics to assess
Pv4 address usage over time: Activity and Churn, and Spatio-Temporal
roperties [69,70]. The former reflects the volatility of address activity
ver time, while the latter captures aggregated properties of active IPs
een in each time granularity.

We provide an automatic and personalized mode for use in a
ultiprocessing desktop environment. For the automatic setup, we
rovide a Bash helper script to install and configure dependencies
e.g., NFDUMP [71], Apache Avro [68], RIPE NCC BGPdump [72]),
nabling its use out-of-the-box, e.g., on a fresh Linux Ubuntu server.
he source code and the documentation are available online at [21].

. Datasets

XP-BR: traffic and routing data. We collected datasets from two
razilian IXPs [30], with different purposes. First, IXP-M transports up
o 200 Gbps among 200+ members, allowing an in-depth evaluation of
he proposed method. IXP-L, on its turn, has over 1600 members and
ransports up to 6 Tbps, allowing an evaluation at scale, focused on
easibility. We record traffic data using sFlow [35] with a sample rate of
:4096 packets. From the medium-sized IXP, we use two uninterrupted
Flow datasets, from April 1 to June 5 2017 (10 weeks), and May 1
o June 5 2019 (5 weeks). From the large IXP, we examine traffic
xchanged during one day (April 12, 2018) in three distinct Colocation
acilities that constitute part of its switching fabric infrastructure.

opology data over connectivity fabric. The source and destination
P addresses in the IP headers of the observed packets contain the
ommunication endpoints, which are unlikely to be the pair of member
8

Ses sending and receiving those packets across the IXP fabric. To
infer these ASes, we used layer-2 information (i.e., MAC addresses) in
the packets. To map MAC addresses to sending and receiving ASes of
each flow (the MAC-to-AS mapping), we relied on information from the
forwarding database of each switch that is part of the IXP switching
fabric.

Router IP addresses. For comparability with previous work [16], we
used CAIDA’s Internet Topology Data Kit (ITDK) [73] to identify router
interface IP addresses. We used the ITDK snapshot closest in time to the
IXP traffic capture window. We considered traffic from ITDK-inferred
router interfaces to be unverifiable (Section 4.2) because the source IP
address could be from any of the interfaces of the router, and thus might
be assigned by an AS whose address space is not in the Customer Cone
of the router’s owner (Section 4.2).

Bogons and unassigned addresses. We used Team Cymru’s Fullbo-
gons feed [64,74] to filter out traffic with source IP addresses that are
bogons (e.g., private, special use, reserved) [25,26,75] or unassigned.
Unassigned prefixes are allocated by IANA to an RIR [27,28], but not
subsequently assigned by the RIR to an end-user (e.g., an ISP) [13]. We
used the lists compiled by Team Cymru in each 4h interval per day for
the same time windows as our IXP traffic data collection.

Public BGP Data. Our traffic filters rely on Customer Cones inferred
from public BGP routing table snapshots collected by Route Views (RV)
and RIPE’s Routing Information Service (RIS) [56,57]. We downloaded
one BGP RIB table per day from all available (18 and 16 in 2017/2018,
19 and 18 in 2019 from RIS and RV, respectively) collectors for the
same time windows as our traffic data. We extracted all AS paths in
these tables that announced reachability to IPv4 prefixes, repeating this
process for each week.

AS Siblings. We used CAIDA’s AS to Organization classification of ASes
into sets that likely belong to the same organizations [62]. CAIDA’s
method parses the Regional Internet Registries’ WHOIS dumps and del-
egation files to create a unified mapping between ASes and organization
names, then uses hints in the name strings, delegation files, identifiers,
and email addresses to infer AS sets with common ownership. For each
measurement period, we used the AS-to-Organization mapping that
CAIDA constructed using WHOIS data collected closest to the traffic
capture window.

6. Inferring spoofed traffic at IXPs

We applied our method to classify traffic from IXP-M. We present

results obtained from longitudinal traffic classification and discuss
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Fig. 10. Five weeks of traffic for 2017 and 2019 classified with our method. We omit the unassigned class, which is negligible. For all ten weeks, we inferred almost no out-of-cone
traffic — a maximum of 40 Mbps for an IXP with a peak of 200 Gbps.
Table 1
Unique AS pairs observed exchanging traffic at IXP-M in each 5-week period. Approx-
imately 1.4% of AS pairs had a non-p2p relationship. (This IXP was rearchitected in
early 2019, which may explain the drop in observed peers.)

Relationship April 2017 May 2019

p2p 19,161 (98.7%) 12,057 (98.4%)
p2c 222 (1.1%) 183 (1.5%)
s2s 21 (0.1%) 10 (0.1%)

total 19,404 12,250

properties of the traffic we classified as unverifiable traffic. We cross-
check our inferences against active measurements of spoofing from
CAIDA’s Spoofer project [11].

6.1. Longitudinal traffic classification

Fig. 10 shows the volumes of traffic we classified for two five-week
periods in 2017 and 2019, showing that our results are consistent across
these time periods. In 2017, the peak rate across the core switch during
our observation period was 120 Gbps. In 2019 the peak had grown to
200 Gbps, and as expected most traffic (84.65%) across the exchange
was classified as in-cone.

In 2017, the peak out-of-cone traffic we inferred was 3.7 Mbps,
and in 2019, 40 Mbps. We believe these values are upper-bounds for
out-of-cone traffic at the IXP-M core switch, and we derived these
volumes after investigating the underlying properties of traffic between
pairs of members, in rank order of contribution to the out-of-cone
traffic volume at the IXP. For packets with characteristics not typically
associated with spoofing, e.g., a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
packet with payload, or packets toward a known transport provider, we
manually investigated the relationships between the ASes exchanging
the packet. We found 27 sibling ASes in 11 distinct organizations that
exchanged traffic across IXP-M but were missing from CAIDA’s public
AS-to-Org dataset (Section 5). To determine which ASes were siblings,
we consulted the official website of those ASes to find information on
their ownership, contacted the ASes directly to inquire, or contacted the
IXP operators to understand the relationship between two ASes at the
IXP. Further, through the IXP-M operators, we approached 36 members,
and 34 of them responded with explanations of the behavior we saw.
9

Fig. 11. Transport protocols mix seen in the Bogon traffic at IXP-M (Week-1, May
2019), bytes and packets. List of protocols ordered by bytes.

Although the number of members was similar between 2017 and
2019 (208 and 203, respectively), 28 new members were present in
the 2019 analysis. We found that the increase in out-of-cone traffic
between 2017 and 2019 was due to additional complex relationships
and traffic transport agreements between members in the 2019 data
that were not visible to the IP layer or in the BGP protocol (more details
in Section 8). Table 1 summarizes the number of unique AS pairs we
observed to exchange traffic for the five-week periods beginning 1 April
2017 and 1 May 2019. While we inferred more than 98% of the AS pairs
had a p2p relationship, approximately 1.4% of AS pairs had a different
class of relationship that impacted our ability to infer SAV policy of the
transmitting AS.

Fig. 10 also shows the volume of traffic with bogon source ad-
dresses, with a peak of approximately 100 Mbps across the exchange
for the Wednesday at the end of week 3 (10(b)-iv). We found 38.9%
to be ICMP, TCP, and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). We found
these networks deliberately used as source addresses the private range
(RFC1918) to tunnel traffic between members. The use of Generic
Routing Encapsulation (GRE) and IP-in-IP represented 61.1% of the
traffic. We observed the same behavior in distinct weeks. Fig. 11 shows
the list of transport protocols we observed in Bogon traffic in the first
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Fig. 12. Classification of unverifiable traffic at IXP-M. 61.8% of the unverifiable traffic
was sent by a provider to a customer across the exchange. Because a provider can
transit packets from any source address in the Internet, there are no invalid addresses
that would allow detection of spoofed packets. For completeness, we further classified
traffic from each provider as being in or out of their customer cone.

week of May 2019. GRE dominated this category, with more than
87% of bytes and 72% of packets, representing 1.56 TB of absolute
traffic in that week. The other significant fraction used ICMP and TCP
protocols, accounting for some 11.43% of the exchanged bytes. Other
protocols such as UDP, VRRP, and OSPF accounted for roughly 0.68%
of bytes exchanged at the IXP. The None category includes malformed
packets, i.e., those with no valid data in the packet header. These
may happen due to network equipment error during packet handling
(e.g., processing overload, firmware bug).

6.2. Unverifiable traffic breakdown

For both the 2017 and 2019 observation periods, there was a
peak of approximately 25 Gbps of unverifiable traffic across the ex-
change, representing 15.3% of total traffic crossing IXP-M at that time
(Figs. 10(a)-ii and 10(b)-ii).

Fig. 12 classifies traffic for the first week of May 2019. 61.9% of
the unverifiable traffic was sent from a provider to a customer across
the exchange, where no cone of valid addresses applied (Section 2.4).
If we had applied the customer cone approach to this p2c traffic, we
would have inferred 52% of it was from within the provider’s customer
cone, with the remaining 48% of traffic from outside the provider’s
customer cone. Because a provider can transit packets to its customers
from any source address in the Internet (Section 2.4), there are no
invalid addresses that would allow inference of spoofed packets. This
potential for erroneous inference is why we must classify all packets
from a transit provider to a customer as unverifiable. Another 21.4% of
the unverifiable traffic was because we did not have an AS mapping for
either the source or destination MAC addresses (IXP-M lacked historical
data for this mapping), and for 14.1% of traffic we could not determine
the origin AS because the source MAC address and VLAN tag indicated
the traffic was from a remote peering provider. Finally, all of the other
categories summed to only 2.6% of the traffic, so we do not discuss
these categories further.

6.3. Cross-checking against active measurements

We inferred out-of-cone traffic for 38 of the 203 members (18.7%)
at IXP-M between 1 May and 5 July 2019 (most recent 5 weeks
of traffic). Of the 203 members, 35 (17.2%) were also in CAIDA’s
public Spoofer dataset [11], which requires a volunteer to have been
present in the network. The active measurement test run explicitly
sends packets with spoofed source addresses to CAIDA’s servers, to test
SAV deployment of the that network (Section 2.5). Table 2 summarizes
10

the (in) congruity between the two datasets. Of the 35 ASes that
Table 2
Congruity between CAIDA’s public spoofer dataset and inferences using IXP-M traffic.
Of the 35 ASes observed in both data set, CAIDA’s spoofer dataset inferred 54% of
them had not deployed SAV, because CAIDA received a packet with a spoofed source
address. Only 4 of these 35 (11%) were observed to forward an out-of-cone packet
into the IXP; 2 of these 4 were in CAIDA’s spoofer dataset as not deploying SAV.

Spoofer-CAIDA Spoofer-IX Sum

In-cone Out-of-cone

Spoof-received 17 2 19 (54.3%)
Spoof-blocked 14 2 16 (45.7%)

Sum 31 (88.6%) 4 (11.4%) 35

overlapped, CAIDA’s Spoofer dataset indicated 54% of them had not
deployed SAV. Only 4 of these 35 ASes (11%) were inferred by Spoofer-
IX to forward an out-of-cone packet into the IXP, implying that IXPs
alone may not provide effective visibility into SAV deployment, because
participants were not forwarding spoofed packets, at least during our
five-week observation window.

The difference does not mean that either methodology is flawed.
Instead, each method has its own requirements and coverage: the
presence of spoofed traffic is a condition for Spoofer-IX, as much as
CAIDA’s Spoofer requires each participant to install client software
and send packets. In fact, these results show that these methodologies
complement each other. CAIDA’s Spoofer covers only 17. 2% of the
members of the IXP-M, while Spoofer-IX enable the analysis of all
members and their traffic in its entirety.

7. Spoofer-IX vs. full cone inference

Fig. 13 shows the volume of out-of-cone traffic inferred by both
the Spoofer-IX and full cone methods for traffic data captured during
the first week of May 2019. The Spoofer-IX method inferred a peak
of 40 Mbps of out-of-cone traffic (best seen in Fig. 10(b)), whereas
the full cone method inferred a peak of 2.5 Gbps, an order of mag-
nitude disparity between these two methods. The diurnal pattern of
the inferred out-of-cone traffic (Fig. 13(b)(i)) is consistent with user-
based traffic patterns, with no observable peaks suggesting a volumetric
spoofed-source attack launched from within member ASes of the IXP.
The second row of Fig. 13 shows churn in source IP addresses [69,76]
seen in each five minute window. For the full cone method, the absolute
volume of source addresses observed follows the traffic volume profile
as a whole, and is concentrated in 20–40 ASes per five minute window,
which is not a typical pattern of attacks that utilize randomly-spoofed
source addresses.

Analysis of discrepancy in classification results. The discrepancy
in traffic volumes classified as out-of-cone by these two methods derives
from the full cone method classifying some provider-to-customer traffic
as being out-of-cone (Section 2.5), whereas the Spoofer-IX method,
which takes customer semantics into account, classified provider-to-
customer traffic as unverifiable. Fig. 12 shows Spoofer-IX classified 1–5
Gbps of out-of-cone traffic from providers to customers as unverifiable.
When we classified the full cone’s out-of-cone traffic using the Spoofer-
IX method, 92.6% of the traffic was from a provider to a customer
across the exchange, carrying 0.5–2 Gbps of traffic (Fig. 14).

Finally, the traffic volume classified as in-cone by the full cone
method is larger than that by the Spoofer-IX method. 85.5% of the
traffic that the full cone method classified as in-cone was also classified
as in-cone by the Spoofer-IX method, with the remaining 14.5% clas-
sified as unverifiable by Spoofer-IX. Fig. 15 shows how the Spoofer-IX
method classified 59.9% of this unverifiable traffic as from a provider to
a customer across IXP-M, and 26.4% of the unverifiable traffic as out-
of-cone for the provider. We hypothesize that this traffic is classified
as in-cone for the full-cone method because some provider ASes (or
their customers) provided a BGP view, so the full cone included these
addresses as in-cone for these provider ASes (Section 3.1.3). Note that
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Fig. 13. Comparison of metrics for out-of-cone traffic inferred by the Spoofer-IX and full cone methods for the first week of May 2019. We compute each metric per 5-minute
indow of traffic data, and use the same range on Y axes between methods to allow for comparison. For IXP-M, the full cone method inferred an average of 1.5 Gbps of out-of-cone

raffic, whereas our method inferred a maximum of 40 Mbps (best seen in Fig. 10(b)-iii).
Fig. 14. Spoofer-IX classification of traffic classified as out-of-cone by the full cone
method. Spoofer-IX infers that 92.6% of this out-of-cone traffic was from a provider
to customer across IXP-M, and therefore unverifiable, because a provider can transit
traffic from any source IP address to their customer, and it is therefore not feasible to
identify spoofed packets by their source IP address alone.

the traffic profiles in Figs. 12 and 15 are similar: the discrepancy
is mostly due to the full cone method classifying some of Spoofer-
IX’s unverifiable provider-to-customer traffic as out-of-cone (Fig. 14).
However, all routed addresses may be legitimate source addresses in
IP packets crossing an IXP from a provider to customer, and no cone
of valid addresses can infer the SAV policy of the provider for these
packets.

8. Looking at the out-of-cone traffic nature

As discussed in Section 6 we believe we inferred an upper bound
on out-of-cone traffic crossing the IXP-M core switch, but the actual
value is likely lower. To confirm our intuition, we manually searched
for patterns consistent with attack traffic behavior, e.g., flooding am-
plification. To represent the results, we used Hilbert Curves [77,78] to
visualize IPv4 address usage in this out-of-cone category.

Fig. 16 shows four Hilbert heatmaps, one per day, from Week-1
of May 2019. The IPv4 address space is rendered in two dimensions
using a space-filling continuous fractal Hilbert curve [77,78] of order
11
Fig. 15. Classification of in-cone traffic for the full cone that Spoofer-IX classified as
unverifiable. The traffic profile is similar to that in Fig. 12, with some unverifiable
provider-to-customer traffic classified as out-of-cone by the full cone method (Fig. 14).

16. Each square in the figure represents a /8 IP prefix block, numbered
by its first IPv4 octet. Each colored dot represents how many IP source
addresses appeared in traffic within a given /16 from each block, with
blue and red reflecting low (from 1) and high counts (above 255),
respectively. The color white means no packets with a source address
in the /16 block. The green rectangular shapes denote IETF-reserved
address blocks [27].

We observe a clear diurnal pattern of IP address space usage across
hours and days, suggesting that this out-of-cone traffic is legitimate and
not associated with attacks. The plots show no random exploration of
the IP space (e.g. multicast IP ranges, reserved blocks, and military
prefixes) which might indicate an attack [79].

We examined the top five prefixes by usage of their IP space.
We checked their AS owners, as well as those ASes’ business type
classification. For packets with source addresses within these top pre-
fixes, we examined the corresponding ingress AS crossing the IXP-M
infrastructure. In the list of ingress ASes, we found regional ISPs present
at more than one IXP and engaged in complex relationships hard to
classify automatically. By carefully investigating these relationships,
we found ASes associations (i.e., multiple ASes sharing dynamically

infrastructure and links) leveraging transport providers to reach their
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Fig. 16. Hilbert heatmap visualization showing the utilization of the address space in out-of-cone traffic (Week-1, May 2019). The IPv4 address space is rendered in two dimensions
using a space-filling continuous fractal Hilbert curve [77,78] of order 16. Each square in the figure represents a /8 IP prefix block, numbered by its first IPv4 octet. Each colored
dot represents how many source IP addresses appeared in traffic within a given /16 from each block. The level of activity is indicated by colors, from blue (low) to red (high),
with green, yellow and orange as moderate levels, and white meaning no packets with a source address in the /16 block. Green boxes denote IETF-reserved address blocks.
intended destinations — limiting our methodology automatic inference
capacity, requiring a manual investigation like this one to understand
the traffic behavior properties.

9. Filtering consistency by IXP members

In the previous sections, we examined the traffic properties, made
inferences about lack of SAV and the incidence (or lack of) attacks ex-
ploiting spoofing during the observation considered. We take a higher-
level perspective to answer two questions. First, how consistent are
filtering policies across AS members of the IXP? Second, can we observe
SAV adoption increasing over time? In both cases, we hope for opportu-
nities for IXPs coordinators to help members improve SAV compliance,
or for IXP members to collectively improve IXP policies in the interest
of global Internet security.

9.1. Filtering consistency across ASes

Fig. 17 presents a Venn diagram of percentage of members at the
IXP contributing traffic to the distinct categories, as well as inter-
sections in contributions. The results in the plot refer to all packets
observed during the 5-week period in 2019. For each packet, we used
its category (as defined in Section 4, see Fig. 8) and MAC-to-ASN
mapping (Section 5) to identify the member AS emitting these packets.
As in previous work [16], the percentages reflect lower bounds on
which filtering strategy member ASes apply, as an AS may not send
flows with spoofed source IP addresses across the IXP during our
observation window. We argue that these lower bounds are usefully
tight given the length of the observation period (15 weeks, spanning
two years at IXP-M).

Interestingly, not all members appear as sources of traffic. Out
of 204 active members during the five weeks in 2019, 154 (75.5%)
members appeared as a source of traffic at IXP-M. From those 154
ASes, we found that 15% did not send any traffic classified as either
out-of-cone, bogon, or unassigned, i.e., their traffic was clean. On the
other end of the spectrum, we find 0.7% of members contributing
traffic to all four categories. In other words, at least one network did
not perform any filtering. Around 1.3% of participants contributed
only bogon traffic. Via IXP-M we notified these networks about the
anomaly; according to operators of the networks involved, the problem
was caused by an updating procedure in routers accidentally deleting
the filter for bogon ranges. A single AS member contributed packets
in the unassigned category. This same member also sent out-of-cone,
bogon, and in-cone packets. No member contributed only out-of-cone
traffic exclusively. Almost 23% (35 members) contributed with in-cone,
out-of-cone and bogon packets, while 58.8% (90 members) contributed
both in-cone and bogon traffic. Lastly, 1.3% (2 members) contribute to
in-cone and out-of-cone traffic.

Considering all 200+ members at IXP-M, few contributed with
potentially spoofed traffic. Recall that filtering bogon traffic requires
12
Fig. 17. Venn Diagram of members contributing traffic to four categories: in-cone,
out-of-cone, bogon and unassigned. Analyzes performed for five-week period of 01
May 2019 to 05 June 2019.

relatively static filters that do not need frequent updating as topology
and customers change (Section 2.1). In contrast, SAV filtering (of out-
of-cone traffic) requires updating filters as business dynamics change.
It thus surprised us to see more networks exchanging bogon traffic
than out-of-cone traffic. We explained this mystery with our previous
discovery that AS members occasionally use bogon source IPs to ex-
change traffic via tunneling protocols (e.g., GRE, IP-in-IP) with another
member at the same switching fabric. Nevertheless, the presence of
out-of-cone traffic suggests that those member ASes sending it do not
strictly enforce SAV according to the BCPs [3,4].

9.2. Stability of SAV over time

We investigated stability of SAV filtering configuration over time
at IXP-M. Fig. 18 shows a Swarm plot (i.e., a categorical scatterplot)
overlapped with a Box plot considering the values of all categories (in-
cone, out-of-cone, unverifiable, bogon, unassigned). Each circle in the
swarm indicates the total number of members per day over five weeks
of 2017 (Fig. 18(a)) and another five weeks of 2019 (Fig. 18(b)). Box
plot values show the minimum, maximum, average (square), median
(line inside square), lower (25th) and higher (75th) quartiles for the
number of IXP members over time in each category.

Even with two years between the traffic observation periods, the
overall behavior was stable for all categories. This result is consistent
with the fact that networks do not give a high priority to reme-
diation [9]. Typically operators minimize interventions to deployed
operational devices to avoid service disruptions. These results are
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Fig. 18. Swarm Box plot reflecting configured filtering practices over time. It shows the scatterplot distribution per category of the total number of members per day over five
weeks of 2017 18(a) and five weeks of 2019 18(b). The points represent the results of each day adjusted (along the categorical axis) to avoid overlap. The box plot presents the
minimum, maximum, median (line inside square), lower (25th) and higher (75th) quartiles for the number of IXP members over time in each category.
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consistent with those observed by active measurements [11]. The maxi-
mum and minimum values of each category have little to no difference.
The highest standard deviation among categories is 3.38 (bogon cate-
gory, Fig. 18(b)), where we observed deliberate use of these prefixes
with tunneling protocols (Section 6).

This data indicates that the level of deployment of SAV in the
observed networks did not increase when comparing the periods in
2017 and 2019. We cannot conclude that this behavior applies to
the Internet as a whole, or will persist, but based on the present
evidence we cannot be optimistic about networks voluntarily increasing
protection against IP spoofing attacks.

10. Scaling spoofer-IX to more complex IXP architectures

We explored practical application and generalizability of our
Spoofer-IX method and implementation to larger and more complex
IXP infrastructures. In this context we believe the critical question lies
in the feasibility of splitting the flow data collection across switching
peering fabrics. Our goal is to maximize the ability for any networks
on the Internet to detect and filter spoofed traffic, including IXPs with
diverse interconnection practices and network topologies that hinder
the deployment of IP-based measurement methodologies.

To this end, we extended the Spoofer-IX implementation to be
more flexible about input parameters, and to run using information
(i.e., traffic flow data, topology information, and MAC-to-ASN mapping
from members) from individual networks. To explore a case study,
we partnered with a second, larger IXP in Brazil. At the time of our
analysis, IXP-L had over 30 colocation facilities and 150 switches, with
more than 1600 member ASes. We collaborated with three colocation
facilities that constitute part of this second IXP. We collected traffic
flow data from eight switches spread across these distinct facilities, as
well as topology and MAC-to-ASN mapping information. We executed
our method individually across each switch. This capability to perform
traffic analysis per switch enables us to scale execution of our method to
much larger peering fabrics, lowering the barrier to deploy the method,
and enabling SAV compliance enforcement at individual colocation
facilities associated with an IXP. The steps are the same as for IXP-M,
where we collected traffic at the single core switch.

The process of bootstrapping the execution of our methodology
(step 1, Section 4.3, Fig. 9) is mostly shared between all runs, if
13

the traffic flow period matches for all switches. The exceptions are i
local information regarding the network and the switch under analysis.
Cone construction (step 2) occurs once, and all executions share the
results, which must correspond to the timeframe of the traffic and BGP
data. Subsequent steps (3 to 5) are straightforward executions of our
classification pipeline, followed by data transformations and metrics
computation across the prepared data.

To perform the traffic classification step we used the same server
employed for analysis of IXP-M, as follows. There were two processors
Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4 2.4 GHz–40 threads, with 64GB RDIMM RAM
memory, and 1TB SSD SATA storage and 3 disks of 1.2TB of 10 K
RPM. It took on average 40 min to classify one day of traffic flow
data. The existing traffic classification algorithm implementation has
linear time (𝑂(𝑛)), where 𝑛 represents the length of each sFlow dataset.
ach 5-min file per colocation facility on IXP-L contained on average
06,552 flows, with constant time operations performed using efficient
n-memory data structures. The algorithm takes constant extra space,
ecause the amount of additional memory needed does not vary with
he number of flows processed. Instead, it varies according to the
mount of memory required to load the base filtering datasets (Bogon
refixes list, Unassigned prefixes feed, ITDK Routers IPs, Sibling ASes
ist, IXPs ASes and their LAN prefixes) as well as the correlation
atasets (IANA/RIRs available blocks, IP Geolocation databases, Prefix-
o-AS hashmap). The current prototype implementation has not been
ptimized; obvious gains are possible in terms of time and space com-
lexity, e.g., through extra filtering on datasets pre-loads and advanced
etwork flow record data structures.

Table 3 summarizes the classification results we observed during
ne day in April 2018 for each switch in the partnered facilities. It
hows the set of switches grouped by colocation facility, the max and
verage traffic rate in Gbps, the average percentage of traffic found in
ach category, and the time (in seconds) to execute the classification.
e analyzed traffic sent by 485 members in total. As expected, we

lassified the majority of traffic as valid (in-cone). Moreover, no traffic
as classified as spoofed. Through discussions with the IXP-L coordina-

ors, we hypothesize that the stricter set of policies adopted by this IXP
ead to a more secure infrastructure. Among their policies, they have a
‘quarantine network’’ for new members. It is an isolated network that
very new member must first connect in order to perform a validation
f the security properties and configurations, before they are allowed
o join the shared switching fabric with all other members. IXP-L also

mplements a policy to drop traffic matching bogon prefixes [80]. Based
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Table 3
One day of traffic for individual switches of three distinct colocation facilities of a large IXP in Brazil, classified with our Spoofer-IX method. We omit
the bogon, unassigned and out-of-cone classes since nothing was detected.
Facility Switches Max traffic

rate
Average traffic
rate

Average %
in-cone traffic

Average %
unverifiable traffic

Time to
execute

CF1 SW1 684 Gbps 398 Gbps 94.16% 5.84% 4066.28 s
SW2 99 Gbps 32 Gbps 68.18% 31.82% 2923.12 s

CF2

SW1 7 Gbps 5 Gbps 88.36% 11.64% 865.28 s
SW2 10 Gbps 7 Gbps 90.2% 9.8% 537.65 s
SW3 43 Gbps 28 Gbps 73.88% 26.12% 777.54 s
SW4 33 Gbps 20 Gbps 88.14% 11.86% 1123.05 s

CF3 SW1 341 Gbps 192 Gbps 86.53% 13.46% 3008.04 s
SW2 557 Gbps 309 Gbps 96.18% 3.81% 2967.50 s
on Table 3, we notice that switches CF1-SW2 and CF2-SW3 had a higher
average of unverifiable traffic, which was due to high levels of provider-
to-customer traffic compared to other switches. In contrast, CF1-SW1,
CF3-SW1 and CF3-SW2 handled the highest volumes, being responsible
for delivering the traffic of big content providers to IXP members.

Applying the Spoofer-IX method and system to the IXPs was a
frustrating experience, requiring that we overcome many challenges,
including: (1) policy enforcement, e.g. NDA agreements to obtain access
to traffic and topology data; (2) evolving processes and architecture
within the IXPs, e.g. obtaining up to date topology information; (3) in-
terfacing with running systems and distinct device manufacturers; and
(4) handling system failures and data problems. Besides, as discussed
before (Section 3.2), configuring the collection of traffic flow data is not
trivial. It is fundamental to understand the IXP infrastructure topology
organization, and the cooperation of the many colocation facilities
involved to correctly configure all switches avoiding or being aware
of duplicated flow records, i.e., flows that traverse multiple sampling
points. These challenges will characterize any modern interconnection
environment, and navigating them is an integral aspect of successfully
executing this sort of analysis. We see great potential in enabling execu-
tion of our methodology across as broad a set of networks as possible,
including IXPs distributed across many colocation facilities and switch
fabrics. The modular decomposition of our approach, including boot-
strapping and data preparation steps, promotes this generalizability
and broad impact. This case study demonstrated that the Spoofer-IX
methodology and system implementation can handle the analysis of
much larger network infrastructures, even beyond IXPs.

11. Discussion

Challenges of Validation. We could not acquire ground truth data
to validate our results, in part due to the negligible amount of out-of-
cone traffic we observed, and the challenge of asking any network to
validate a small volume of packets. We instead verified that our prefix-
level customer cone inferences (Section 3.1.2) were consistent with BGP
data extracted from the IXP’s route servers. The only inconsistencies we
found were due to ASes that had been returned to their RIR and still
appeared in public BGP announcements, but did not appear in routes
from the IXP route servers.

Generality of the methodology. Assessing the generality of our ap-
proach requires applying our method to traffic from more IXPs, which is
challenging because it requires the cooperation of other IXP operators.
In pursuit of generalizability, we designed and developed Spoofer-IX to
accommodate the Best Current Operational Practices (BCOPs) defined
by a group of IXPs [18,29] that describe how IXP operators should
securely configure IXPs, including VLANs and route servers. We believe
our methodology can be applied to a variety of IXPs, and demonstrated
an example (Section 10). More generally, any other method to infer
spoofed traffic in IXP traffic data must address the same challenges
we encountered. All heuristics defined during the analysis of IXP-M
were applicable to IXP-L, exactly the way they were defined. The same
14

applies to our study of the distinct snapshots (2017, 2019) of the traffic
from IXP-M. The discussion in Section 3.2 reflects on the challenges
IXP infrastructures pose and which we dealt through our methodology.
Following, we point out the manual effort required regarding datasets.

Applying our method requires two data sets: the traffic data sets,
and the metadata that maps IXP infrastructure — VLAN tags on each
packet, and MAC addresses to ASes. Our method is automated except
for inference of the siblings (Section 6), which requires some manual
effort. However, there are a wide variety of IXP architectures that affect
traffic visibility (Section 3.2), and new IXP architecture innovations to
support advanced services will require careful consideration of their
impact on our method. Our use of traffic characterization was lim-
ited to the packet headers available to us; full payload would enable
improvements in traffic analysis, and additional cross-checks.

Emerging IXP trends and their impact on the inference of SAV
policy. New IXP services allow networks to self-provision private, on-
demand bandwidth in seconds between data center locations (a.k.a.,
colocation facilities) or cloud service providers, [44,81–84]. In 2019,
AMS-IX, DE-CIX and LINX joined to develop an API to provision and
configure interconnection services at multiple IXPs [85]. The resulting
IX-API [86] will allow users to manage their interconnection services,
from ordering new ports, to configuring, changing, and canceling ser-
vices at multiple IXPs. These proposals share a common goal: enable a
more dynamic resilient interconnection environment, where networks
and IXPs can adapt to changing conditions. They do not propose to
change methods to implement the configurations tackled in this paper,
but rather create abstractions to facilitate configuration changes.

12. Concluding remarks

The use of IXPs as a focal point for SAV deployment has received
recent attention by both the research [16] and policy communities [87–
89]. However, inferring SAV deployment at an IXP is remarkably
challenging, more so than has been captured in the literature, due to a
combination of operational complexities that characterize today’s inter-
connection ecosystem, and the inherently heuristic nature of topology
and traffic inferences on persistently opaque network infrastructure.
Many of our discoveries were eye-opening, although not cause for
optimism for those interested in infrastructure protection.

First, although we approached this project aware of several method-
ological challenges for inferring spoofed packets at IXPs, the reality
was more daunting. We recognized the importance of using the se-
mantics of AS relationships, which is conceptually straightforward but
even more painstakingly complicated in practice than we expected.
We designed, implemented, and applied a method that accounts for
both epistemological and operational challenges, and showed how this
method reveals inaccuracies in previous methods that are agnostic to
AS relationship semantics.

But we also found epistemological challenges remain. While we
inferred out-of-cone traffic with our method at our two IXPs, there are
still edge cases we have not yet explained, as some of the traffic appears
to have signatures of legitimate traffic. More importantly, further effort
is required to understand the degree to which any IXP could be used as
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a SAV deployment lens. We publicly release our code [21] in hopes that
other researchers and IXPs will use it to further improve our collective
ability to measure and expand deployment of SAV filtering. Finally, this
work illustrates the deep subtleties of scientific assessments of opera-
tional Internet infrastructure, which exemplifies the persistent tension
between the need for reproducibility of methods and results [22,23,90],
and the opacity of commercial infrastructure.
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